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1. Introduction – Time is know to unleash the potential of DSM 
 
Ericsson is pleased to be able to respond to the GREEN PAPER on the online 
distribution of AV works in the European Union. As a leading ICT provider 
Ericsson would like to take the opportunity to comment on the importance of 
necessary reforms associated with the Digital Single Market (DSM) to drive 
innovation, economic growth, job creation and increased digital trade between 
member states.  
 
The issue at hand goes beyond the self interest of the ICT and Creative 
industries, not only affecting conditions for ICT “creators” and AV “innovators” 
but also defining the digital demand side conditions for continuous creation, 
innovation and trade in a vibrant Digital Single Market as well as the supply 
side incentives to invest in new electronic infrastructures, high speed 
broadband services, investments in ICT innovation and cultural creations. 
Hence, the potential of a true DSM that does not exempt the creation of a 
pan-European audiovisual market on the basis of national copyright laws or 
conventional media practice/licensing, has defining implications for the 
European consumers and for the competitiveness of the EU region.  
 
Through its DSM initiative the European Commission can update the current 
state of play in the European digital market by tearing down some of the 
structural barriers in making digital lawful content commonly available within 
the EU frontier in an appealing, timely and customer friendly way. The EC 
needs to address some of the fundamental problems e.g. the market supply 
failure of digital lawful content. This failure is caused by three structural 
factors: a) limited availability1 of attractive lawful digital content offerings 
(windowing, territoriality) b) technology2 specificity of copyright licensing that 
limits or delays innovation of new services and c) unreasonable transaction 
costs3 making digital content unnecessarily more expensive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1  IFPI:  Digital Music Report 2011 page 12, concluded that of global total revenues; only 1% of Film, 2% 

of Book and 4% of Newspaper total global revenues where generated digitally. 
2 See also EBU view: Modernizing Copyright: The same principle of technological neutrality [as in the 
case of the AVMS Directive] should be applied to copyright so that the same rules 
govern identical audiovisual content, regardless of the technology or distribution platform used, 
i.e. rights clearance for non-linear broadcast-like services should follow the same mechanisms as 
linear-broadcasting services. It is therefore time for Europe to modernize copyright rules to embrace 
all audiovisual media services.  

http://www.ebu.ch/registration/policy2010/images/CopyrightViewpoint_2011_ENFINAL.pdf   
3 See for example; Economic Impact of Copyright for Cable Operators in Europe, identifying high    
transaction costs resulting from the necessary negotiation of copyrights for various content formats (e.g. 
analogue, digital, pay, on-demand) with numerous parties. 
http://www.cableeurope.eu/uploads/2006%2005%2009%20Solon%20Study%20Final.pdf  
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Figure 1: The share of global digital market for key creative segments/works 
 

 
 
New legislative reforms within the scope of Copyright, Media Policy (such as 
the State Aid4 rules) and Competition Law can effectively address these 
structural barriers and help liberalize and grow legitimate and lawful trade in 
creative goods across the EU frontier. Furthermore, any future policy including 
enforcement of copyright must be developed from a clear, evidence-based 
and multi-stakeholder inclusive approach including the European consumers 
and the prospect of creating a vibrant digital single market. 5 
 
Figure 2: Availability of Lawful Services and Decreased Intensity of unlawful 
consumption 
Question: When you watch downloaded/streamed video, which services do you use? 
 

 
 
Source: ConsumerLab TV/Video Study 2011  http://www.ericsson.com/thinkingahead/consumerlab  

                                                 
4    See Ericsson’s submission on European Commission's Consultation on State Aid for Film and Other 

Audiovisual Works http://www.ericsson.com/televisionary/content/ericsson-comments-consultation-
state-aid-film-and-other-audiovisual-works  

5 To find out more please read Ericsson’s Opinion Paper on Copyright Enforcement in Networked 
Society: http://www.ericsson.com/televisionary/content/copyright-enforcement-networked-society  
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The concept of copyright is a legal structure created primarily to protect 
investments and costs incurred in content creation and distribution and 
maximize the economic benefit6 of rights holders. Questions concerning 
competition, consumer choice and the efficiency of media and distribution 
markets (including digital markets) have until know traditionally had a 
secondary position on the regulatory agenda. However, both from a DSM 
perspective as well as from a technology advancement perspective such as 
digitalization, On-demand services, Multi-screen content distribution, Cloud 
services, Internet TV, Mobile TV and IPTV all have raised important regulatory 
questions such as: 
 

- Are consumers given a fair choice of what, how and when they access 
legal digital content? 

- Is there effective competition in media distribution markets? 
- Are transaction costs appropriate or higher than necessary? 
- Are consumers expected to continue to pay for the mere opportunity to 

consume, even though they may choose not to do so? 
- Are consumers expected to pay for a digital media product more than 

once if it is made available on multiple platforms/screens? 
- Is there a regime of fair use for audiovisual works– and if so, is it 

seriously impaired by the use of proprietary digital rights management 
(DRM) technologies? 

 

These are the defining questions that the future IPR policy needs to address, 
and in that context, Ericsson would like to share its contributions on how to 
enhance the current state of play of the European digital single market by 
focusing on a subset of questions in section three in the GREEN PAPER. 

 
3.1.1 Question 
 
Principles supporting the establishment of a vibrant DSM 
 
The measure of availability of lawful digital services needs to go beyond the 
sheer count of such services; issues determining the digital success include 
the quality of the service in terms of variety, timeliness and completeness, 
availability on multiple platforms, ability to access content away from home, on 
the go and abroad, ease of use and supply model, including the price and the 
mode of payment.   

Establish an EU wide "electronic equivalence" principle that provides guiding 
and enforceable policy directions which ensure that lawful behavior, services 
and transactions that can take or ought to take place in the physical EU single 
market should be permissible without prejudice, other member state’s 

                                                 
6    Acknowledging the reality that telecom regulation (although the sector is heavily relying on 

Intellectual Property, e.g. patents) in the retail and whole sale services market has abandoned this 
single-focused approach and is deliberately regulated to spur competition, innovation, increased 
inclusion and more choice for the end-user. In other words, investor [creator] protection in down 
stream consumer services market is subordinated to a number of other and many times competing 
policy objectives. 
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legislative restrictions and any commercial conduct (channel conflict physical 
vs. electronic) - over any electronic distribution channel without artificial 
imposition of any additional inequitable requirements or restrictions. 
 
Consequently, establish an EU wide principle of “Digital Availability” that 
includes but is not necessarily limited to; 

 
 Ensure the principle of technology neutral licensing, by mandating an 

AWATAD exploitation right: that is any where; any time and any device 
which is NOT distribution, technology and device specific.7 

 Ensure the principle of remuneration for actual consumption that 
focuses on actual and identifiable private sphere consumption of 
content as the basis for remuneration, complementing the existing 
basis of remuneration for potential consumption of unknown and 
unidentifiable consumer concept.  

o The exclusive right to make copyright protected material 
available to the public is an area where technology has had an 
immense impact, in particular on the digital rights of mechanical 
reproduction and performance /communication to public.   

“As heterogeneous categories of works, media and platforms converge into 
homogenous multimedia environment, existing regulatory distinctions (works, 
media, and technologies) will be increasingly difficult to maintain.”8 

o Digitalisation is making these rights increasingly harder to 
separate and maintain as distinct rights. Due to the vast and 
fundamental changes in technology and hence business 
conditions, it is absolutely essential for the future policy to 
acknowledge the digital fact of a multiplatform /multi-screen 
distribution environment. The exclusive rights, as applicable in 
the digital sector, need to balance the demand side of the 
market (i.e. the consumption of copyright protected material) 
with the interests of rights holders. That is to consider end users’ 
actual consumption of content, and avoid the situation, in force 
today, when the cumulative effect of rights slicing or splitting, 
can double or triple the cost of identical content for an identical 
user and for unaltered right to use. 

o Blurring between private copying and communication9 to the 
public the narrow focus of the reproduction right does not map 
well onto typical copying behavior in digital networks. Users may 
consider activities under the following headings to be private: 

                                                 
7 Ericsson supports alternative solutions that achieve similar outcome as for example identified by EBU 

or Cable Europe. The main point Ericsson makes is about the desired policy outcomes, e.g. a 
technology neutral regime. 

8 The Recasting of Copyright & Related Rights for the Knowledge Economy, IVIR 2006. 
9 Professor Martin Kretschmer, ESRC Fellowship at the UK Intellectual Property Office, Independent 

Report, "Private Copying and Fair Compensation: An empirical study of copyright levies in Europe 
http://www.cippm.org.uk/publications/comparative-study-of-copyright-levies-in-europe.html  
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(i) Making private back-up copies / archiving / time shifting / 
format shifting creative works 

(ii) Passing copies to family / friends (private sphere) 
(iii) Downloading for personal use 
(iv) Uploading to digital storage facilities (Content Cloud 

Services) 
(v) Online publication, performance and distribution within 

networks of friends (Social networks /Social-TV) 
(vi) User generated content / mixing / mash-up (private 

activities made public) 
 

 In the case of DRM, the future policy principal should stipulate that, any 
statutory protective provisions against circumvention technologies that 
have been introduced or will be introduced into copyright legislation or 
other statues in the EU must be based on technology neutral and 
interoperable or open standards principles of the use of protective 
technological measures. Hereby, this principle ensures that end-users 
can move lawfully their lawfully acquired content between devices; 
cloud services and media service providers. Hence, legal provisions 
protecting the use of DRM or prohibit the use of circumvention 
technologies must only protect technologies that are: 

 
o Built on an interoperable set of proprietary standards or consist 

of DRM technologies that are based on open industry-wide 
standards. 

o Must not limit individuals’ statutory right to make legal private 
copies of Music, Books and AV works.  

 As a principal contract law and technical standards should not be 
allowed to override statutory exceptions such a fair use regime or 
private copy exemptions, thereby limiting the availability of lawfully 
acquired content to format or device shift within the scope of the private 
sphere. 

 
Mandate an EU-wide private copy exemption10 that facilitates the ability of 
consumers to time, device and place shift AV works (Film, TV including Sport 
and Music). As a general principle a private copy exemption should, on the 
one hand, be drawn as broadly as possible to embrace all those acts of format 
shifting which everyone knows are happening as a matter of course, and that 
most reasonable people believe already are, or should be, permissible.  On 
the other hand, it is imperative the exemption remains narrow and sufficiently 
limited so that it causes no significant harm to rights holders and as such does 
not give rise to a requirement for payment of compensation in accordance 
with the EU Copyright Directive 2001/29/EC.  This is the critical balance that 
needs to be struck. 
 

                                                 
10 See also BEUC IPR Strategy: Consumers are entitled to a fair use of digital content. They must be 
able to enjoy content on the device of their choice, at a time and place of their choosing. 
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Such EU-wide private copy exemption will enable innovation in pan-European 
“follow-me” content services by granting access to private copies of Music, 
Film, TV and Sport within the private sphere at home as well as across the 
whole EU frontier. A follow-me service would be a private service and hence a 
“roaming” content consumer that happens to be in a non-home EU territory 
would be able to continue to consume the content they have already paid for. 
In other words neither copyright nor licensing in this context should be allowed 
to restrict private access to lawfully acquired content or cause discontinuation 
of a service. A follow-me service can be realized by protected and encrypted 
access to networked PVR solutions or private cloud content solutions. 
 
 
3.1.8 Question 
 
Media convergence and the closely associated multi-screen TV/video, content 
cloud services, social TV services etc. is not just about technology. It is about 
new services for consumers, about new ways of doing business, new types of 
media products and new ways of interacting with end users. Consumers 
increasingly expect to be able to consume audiovisual content on demand 
(anytime), for anywhere, anytime viewing. This shift is most evident among 
the younger consumers, known as digital natives. Over time, digital natives 
will become the next mass market. As new generations replace older ones, an 
inevitable and permanent shift is coming. Each of the three core dimensions 
that constitute the audiovisual sector – content, distribution systems and the 
devices – continue to be subjected to technologically induced change. It is 
important that a technology neutral copyright regime is established as it will 
more likely keep steps with new technological developments. Technological 
advances create new products and segments of the creative industry, fuel 
increases in usage and spending on media products, but at the same time 
erode existing markets, segments and business models. The fact that the 
media industry owes its existence to technological advance, and that 
technology is a permanently moving carpet under its feet, is surprisingly 
seldom acknowledged by the creative industry itself. 11 
 
In a recent study: “The Impact of Copyright Policy Changes on Venture 
Capital Investment in Cloud Computing Companies” by Josh Lerner, the 
researcher could establish and validate the desirability of technology neutral 
approach to copyright and copyright licensing. In 2008 in the US, the court 
clarified that Cablevision was not directly infringing copyright by providing a 
remote Digital Video Recorder service, which allowed consumers to record 
and store authorized TV content on a device located in Cablevision’s facilities, 
outside of the consumer’s home This ruling was based on flexible, technology-
neutral limitations present in U.S. law, and had broad consequences for cloud 
services generally. The study finds that, in contrast, in Europe, where 
limitations are relatively narrow and less flexible e.g. more technology specific 
than in the U.S., the same growth did not occur, and in some places, such 
services have been blocked from coming to market. In particular the 
researcher found:” … consistently find that the U.S. Second Circuit Court of 

                                                 
11 The Internet and the Mass Media, Kung, Picard, Towse, 2008. 
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Appeals.’ decision led to additional incremental investment in U.S. cloud 
computing companies compared to the EU experience. The report estimates 
of increased VC investment in U.S. cloud computing from $728 million to 
approximately $1.3 billion, with an average of $936 million. When paired with 
the findings of the enhanced effects of VC investment relative to corporate 
investment, this may be the equivalent of $2 to $5 billion in traditional R&D 
investment” 
 
3.1.10-11 Questions 
 
Abolish any statutory windowing provisions from all EU territories where 
currently present and also stop the discrimination of lawful premium digital 
distribution services based on conventional windowing practice. Facilitate the 
establishment of a European Premium VOD service market which is allowed 
to compete without prejudice or fear of distribution boycotts from incumbent 
distributors.12  Especially when incumbent physical distributors command 
+80% markets share it is surprising from a competition policy perspective that 
these behaviors can occur without any responses from national competition 
agencies. In addition, the embryonic premium VOD market is already being 
developed in the US and the EU should not fall behind.13 In other words, 
conventional media practice, such as windowing that is by design undertaken 
to limit competition in distribution markets, by restricting supply, needs to be 
addressed. 
 
In a recent survey it has been established that the willingness to pay for 
premium VOD services is high (twice the single price of a cinema ticket) and 
that there is a significant untapped incremental demand in making premium 
VOD service available. 
 
Figure 3: End-user willingness to pay for premium VOD –equivalent of two 
cinema tickets 
 

 
 

               Source: http://www.filmthinktank.org/ 
 
 
 

                                                 
12 See also: http://www.guardian.co.uk/film/2010/feb/17/european-cinemas-boycott-alice-in-wonderland  
13 See also: http://blogs.wsj.com/speakeasy/2011/04/19/directv-officially-launches-premium-video-on-

demand-service-home-premiere/  
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3.1.12 Question 
 
The mere availability aspect (disregarding the financing) of European works in 
an On-demand IPTV or On-line OTT media services environment (excluding 
private storage solutions, nPVR and Cloud) can be secured by an expansion 
of a “must-carry” regime to a “must-store” regime service that secures the 
technical availability (expressed as % of storage capacity or gross viewing 
time of the VOD-service). Ericsson has previously argued that must-carry 
regime should be updated and include on-demand aggregation of public 
service broadcasting as well.14 On-demand must-carry/must-offer reform 
coupled with technology neutral licensing, cost effective multi-territorial 
licensing regime and an actual consumption principle as the basis for 
remuneration can significantly change the conditions in facilitating the creation 
of digital single market for audiovisual works (e.g. television like services). 
 
 

                                                 
14 Ericsson submission on: Second consultation on revised draft Communication on State Aid and Public 

Service Broadcasting:  http://www.ericsson.com/televisionary/sites/default/files/tmp28501eabc-
6d0d-49c4-a8fb-9307c4395794.pdf  
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ERICSSON is the world's leading provider of technology and services to telecom operators. 
ERICSSON is the leader in 2G, 3G and 4G mobile technologies, and provides support for 
networks with over 2 billion subscribers and has the leading position in managed services. 
The company's portfolio comprises mobile and fixed network infrastructure, telecom services, 
software, broadband and multimedia solutions for operators, enterprises and the media 
industry. The Sony ERICSSON and ST-ERICSSON joint ventures provide consumers with 
feature-rich personal mobile devices.   

ERICSSON is advancing its vision of being the "prime driver in an all-communicating world" 
through innovation, technology, and sustainable business solutions. Working in 180 countries, 
more than 90,000 employees generated revenue of SEK 203.3 billion (USD 28.2 billion) in 
2010. Founded in 1876 with the headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden, ERICSSON is listed on 
NASDAQ OMX, Stockholm and NASDAQ New York.  
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